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California, a COVID police state is coming
at you; the legislature is tuning it up now;
will you lie down and take it? by Jon Rappoport

by Jon Rappoport

August 30, 2021

(To join our email list, click here.)

It’ll be the California of East Germany if the people don’t act now:

I’m talking about large visible protests on all levels. Including in the
streets.

The LA Times has the story: “…state lawmakers are now considering one of
the most politically challenging government mandates yet: requiring
Californians to show proof of vaccination to enter many indoor business
establishments and forcing workers to get vaccinated or regularly tested.”

“[State Senator Richard Pan said] there is enough uncertainty about what
will happen in the coming months to potentially reach a consensus to act
now. Lawmakers wrap up their session on Sept. 10. [Governor] Newsom
faces a recall election on Sept. 14.”

“The Times obtained a draft of [Assembly Bill] AB 455, which was dated
Thursday. That version calls for anyone entering a bar, restaurant, gym,
hotel, event center or sports arena to show proof that he or she is fully
vaccinated.”

“It also calls for all employees, job applicants and independent contractors
to show proof that they are fully vaccinated or take a weekly COVID-19 test
with proof of a negative result.” READ THAT SENTENCE AGAIN.

“Those who are too young to be vaccinated or a person with a valid medical
reason would be exempt from the provisions, according to the draft
language. The California Department of Public Health would be tasked
with determining by Nov. 1 how to enforce the requirements.”

“The draft bill is listed as an urgency measure, which would allow it to take
effect immediately if passed by two-thirds of lawmakers and signed by the
governor.”

Don’t assume getting a medical exemption is going to fly. The California
Medical Board has been coming down very hard on doctors who write
exemptions.

Parents who’ve decided to take the vaccine for whatever reason—and have
kids who are old enough to be required to take it—those parents would
have to plan on leaving the kids at home or in the car whenever they visit a
place that demands a vaccine passport, unless they’re willing to have their
kids hit with the vaccine.

This IS the Medical Police State. The enemies of freedom, sanity, and
humanity have been planning vaccine mandates for A LONG TIME. They
were waiting for full FDA approval of the shot, which took place on August
23rd.

We’re under jackboot tyranny.

RESIST!

(To read about Jon’s mega-collection, The Matrix Revealed, click here.)

Jon Rappoport

The author of three explosive collections, THE MATRIX REVEALED, EXIT
FROM THE MATRIX, and POWER OUTSIDE THE MATRIX, Jon was a
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ReluctantWarrior says:

Our epitaph (as a species) may well read: “They died of a peculiar strain of
reductionism, complicated by a sudden attack of elitism, even though there were ready
natural cures at hand.” — Gary Paul Nabhan

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 9:14 am

ReluctantWarrior says:

I believe what the California legislature is trying to push through is unconstitutional
and a violation of HIPAA not that any of that matters to these tyrant wannabes.
HIPAA, in my understanding, would take precedence over any state exceptions.

No one, but no one, has the right to cancel the constitution or to tamper with your gene
expression.

Resistance must be immediate, strong, powerful and unrelenting until the new Masters
of the Universe can be kicked to the curb. They are overreaching and it will come back
to haunt them. Real Americans need to rise up and take our country back from these
fiends that are using fear as their chief weapon to control us. Do we want to end up like
Australia where every semblance of freedom has now been extinguished?

Australia, New Zealand, England and Canada have descended into complete
totalitarianism. We The Real People, who cherish freedom, will never relent…NEVER…
NEVER…NEVER! The free individual will prevail in the end.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 9:39 am

kiwi says:

yes, you see the common link with these countries it is the five eyes treaty, the
US is also part of this treaty, the other thing to remember is that these countries
are part of the “crown” territories, none of us are truly free, we are all debt
slaves under this system

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 11:11 am

BDev says:

Yes, correct. Also, all these 5 countries are ‘common law’ countries,
which potentially gives citizens more legal strength to resist. That is why
these 5 countries must be taken down first, and completely. Everyone
else around the world is more or less used to living under socialism. So
those people will slide right into technocratic fascism without flinching.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 3:21 pm

Alan says:

Among these, America is the only Second Amendment country.
Do Californians have Second Amendment rights?

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 11:24 pm

Rob says:

Re-posting from Morpheus on Aug 27, 2021:

Now that the FDA has approved the fake vaccine, California has a bill in the
works to mandate every Californian be vaccinated or be banned from every
activity except the grocery store and church. Here is a petition against the bill
please sign and share

https://secure.everyaction.com/j–CTasUy0KNiwlm3NnFxw2

Also, if you are in California protest ion Sacramento on September 8:

“Make plans to be in Sacramento September 8 for a rally and demonstration
organized by V is for Vaccine”

https://www.visforvaccine.com/oppose-ab455-rally-donate.html

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 3:07 pm

truleigh says:

I already emailed my state rep. The silence has been deafening.

It’s possible Gov. Newsom could sign this bill before he’s recalled.

Pan is the same guy who forced kids to have vaccines before they can go to school.

Californians will wake up long enough to recall the governor, but have bought the fear
porn over the virus, even though case rates are dropping statewide.

I fear for our future. I fear I will have to move out of state. Read today’s article on
Mercola.com to see what the vax is doing to Israel.

“60% of Those Older Than 50 Who Die From COVID Are Double Vaxxed”

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/08/30/fully-vaccinated-
covid-deaths.aspx

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 9:47 am

Tina Rock says:

They are not dying from Covid. You can’t die from a disease that does not exist.
These double-vaxxed people are dying from the Vaccine.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 1:03 pm

AJ says:

Absolutely. All the covid deaths are from natural causes but registered
mainly by hospitals for the $25,000 for each covid case.

Reply

September 5, 2021 at 3:00 am

Todd says:

Let them force it in California and New York and wherever. Those of us who know the
truth just need to hold out.

The mass death is occurring now, and when Antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE)
starts kicking in in earnest in the next few months, their ability to hide it will end.

They will try to blame it in variants and the unvaccinated, but the people who are
willing to believe that will be dying in droves.

Enough doubt has been sown by you and others that the truth will [win] out.

Americans have become so pathetically weak, nothing will rouse them except death
and hardship at their door.

So get right with God, continue to pressure them politically to stop this madness,
continue screaming the truth to the heavens, prepare however you can and hold on.

They will destroy themselves and everyone who was too weak not to appease them.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 9:49 am

37 says:

Agreed, but the deaths will become unmanageable as well.

I’m also not convinced that drone-brained politicians and those in positions of
employment by the enemy, namely the government(s), will assess the reasons
for the deaths honestly. Most of these so-called “experts” are not bright people.

Also, the people calling the shots here are at a level, perhaps two, above the
Bilderberg/Davos types, who are merely their executive arm.

So we’ll see. At some point something’s going to give. My position is that if
they’re going to kill me, then it’s going to have to be the old-fashioned way. It
may be a shot in the back of the head, but it won’t be a shot in the arm. Anyone
forcing that upon me or my family, implicitly takes an oath that if something
happens to me/us, then they will be held personally accountable & liable. But
I’m also not sure that’s where we need to be to have any hope, unfortunately
that threat definitely needs to be out there and real.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 2:48 pm

Theo says:

Note to self: read up on how to defend self against a remotely-
controlled, incoming killer drone swam

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Jlm2olEyXI

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 3:20 pm

AJ says:

You don’t need to openly threaten them. This exposes you to more
scrutniy and harassment. Just always be prepared to defend your family
and rights or be forced to be vaccinated. You will have to make that
decision at the time they come for you. Remember you are not alone in
this. One spark can ignite a flame of freedom.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 10:25 pm

Barb says:

In the Canadian province of Manitoba, effective Sept 3, 2021

“Roussin (chief medical officer) said the new requirements for people to be fully
immunized to participate in certain events and activities will be in effect in all of
Manitoba’s health regions and will include:

indoor and outdoor ticketed sporting events and concerts;

indoor theatre/dance/symphony events;

restaurants (indoor and patio dining);

nightclubs and all other licensed premises;

casinos, bingo halls and VLT lounges;

movie theatres;

fitness centres, gyms and indoor sporting and recreational facilities (excluding youth
recreational sport);

and organized indoor group recreational classes and activities, and indoor recreational
businesses.”

Also in Manitoba, a personal care home has an outbreak of ‘delta’. Everyone is fully
jabbed. Community leaders don’t understand how fully jabbed can get the ‘virus’.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 9:51 am

DL says:

They’ve hit the jackpot! They are testing for the common cold, the ‘gift’ that is going to
keep on giving! Didn’t they once say, ‘if we could find the cure for the common cold…’.
Well here we are. One big hoax. (And I am not saying the jab is the cure, far from it.)

Obviously some are going to continue to get rich off of this scam, swab makers, test kit
manufacturers, and of course the ‘cure’ manipulators, oh manufacturers. While the
people are the guinea pigs…again.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 9:57 am

ReluctantWarrior says:

Jon,

I think this quote from Gregory Bateson below pretty much states where we are with
our current worldview. We have reached the point where ‘Sometimes the dissonance
between reality and false beliefs reaches a point when it becomes impossible to avoid
the awareness that the world no longer makes sense.’

“We create the world that we perceive, not because there is no reality outside our
heads, but because we select and edit the reality we see to conform to our beliefs about
what sort of world we live in. The man who believes that the resources of the world are
infinite, for example, or that if something is good for you then the more of it the better,
will not be able to see his errors, because he will not look for evidence of them. For a
man to change the basic beliefs that determine his perception – his epistemological
premises – he must first become aware that reality is not necessarily as he believes it to
be. Sometimes the dissonance between reality and false beliefs reaches a point when it
becomes impossible to avoid the awareness that the world no longer makes sense. Only
then is it possible for the mind to consider radically different ideas and perceptions.” —
Gregory Bateson

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 9:58 am

Paul says:

“If 1984

seemed to fit Nazi Germany, Soviet Russia, and communist China,

Brave New World

has uncomfortable echoes

in modern America.

It depicts the danger

of the soft despotism

that Alexis de Tocqueville

warned of in

Democracy in America.

“The will of man

is not shattered,

but softened, bent, and guided;

men are seldom forced by it

to act,

but they are constantly restrained from acting,”

de Tocqueville wrote.

“Such a power

does not destroy,

but it prevents existence;

it does not tyrannize,

but it compresses, enervates, extinguishes,

and stupefies a people,

till each nation

is reduced

to nothing better

than a flock of timid and industrious animals,

of which the government

is the shepherd.”

Nathan Schlueter,

philosophy professor at Hillsdale College,

says Huxley’s dystopia

reflects this soft despotism

in modern America.

~

No longer soft echoes.

Nor lack,

Of action.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 10:10 am

Eluard says:

According to Dr. Zelenko (and others) the approved Vax, “Comirnaty,” won’t be on the
market until 2024.

So if mandated by an emmployer or school, you can still say “I’m not taking a vax
under EUA.” Demand that they show you the approved Vax label that says
“Comirnaty.” Ain’t gonna happen.

Then it’s their move.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 10:24 am

AJ says:

Excellent information. This should give us all time to find a solution to this
tyranny. Thanks

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 10:29 pm

jane mariouw says:
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jane mariouw says:

The powers that be see that their window of opportunity is shrinking. (unless of course,
they turn to brute force).

let’s hope the myriad trickles , which are currently the USA mandate protest efforts,
will run together into some raging rivers..like the rivers of humanity coursing through
the streets in EU, UK, India … Canada.. Australia .. USA next…

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 10:32 am

Raven says:

No worries about “brute force!”

The president just gave a handsome pile of our military ammo, tech and
hardware to the Taliban. Plus he’s forcing our troops to fall on their swords and
take the needle, and our police forces, most of whom will willingly leap into the
vax trap so they can keep their enforcement authority merit badges, will be
disabled as well. T

his whole sh*tshow may be over soon.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 2:35 pm

yerba buena says:

I heard of a man who died of thirst, sitting near a pool of muddy waters. The mud was
clean, the water pure. And so, failing to act in creative imagination, he died.

Now is the moment of inflection, the time to change direction.

Bob Marley also encouraged us to “wake up and live”, to “lively up ourselves”, to “get
up, stand up, stand up for our rights”, and asked, “Who are the true revolutionaries?”

Rebel, revolt and resist! This is our creative choice!

I choose to not wear a suffocatory, incubatory, ugly death masque. I will not take a test
and I will not take the jab. Live free or die a slave, the choice is ours.

Thank you Jon, and commentators, you encourage me to live free and voice my
conscience, and follow my heart. Resistance to tyranny is essential to living free in
creative love

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 10:40 am

ReluctantWarrior says:

Beautifully stated! We can inspire one another! Our freedom as individuals may
be all we have left.

Reply

September 1, 2021 at 3:59 am

Tim says:

I don’t remember who it was but they made a good point about why “they/it” are so
desperate and in a hurry to get *everyone* injected; because the “unvaccinated” are
effectively a control group, and if there is a higher rate of sickness and death in the
other injected “control group” there is proof of iatrogenesis. And premeditated murder.

Merriam-Webster-

“iatrogenesis”:

“inadvertent and preventable induction of disease or complications by the medical
treatment or procedures of a physician or surgeon”.

Also, the people who were deceived/coerced into getting the injection will be much less
likely to want to consider that the injection is the problem, because that would mean
they made a mistake, and those that were so hostile and resentful at those resisting and
warning about it will just keep blaming the uniinjected resistors. Fear, pride, vanity,
and greed is what the perpetrators are banking on.

For a breath of fresh air:

From 1994, Dr. Robert Willner (mentions, Fauci, Mullis, Gallo, etc)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQCKb1JV-4A

3 months later he passed away because of a “heart attack”.
Kary Mullis; inventor of “PCR” and critic of Fauci–gone after “pnuemonia” Aug of
2019.
Ya think….?

CIA “heart attack gun”–1975 Church Committee hearings.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4m6dldvNECI

Look at the humor and light-hearted fascination displayed about the wonder-weapon
of murder/assassination of “our” “elected” “officials”.

I think they just do those kinds of committees/ oversight hearings for show, to make it
look like they’re doing their job…and thereby soothe the sensibilities of those who don’t
want to see they are enslaved by a criminal entity, a self-serving predatory/parasitic
entity owned and operated by a larger global one.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 10:52 am

Tim says:

Also, I’m sure Colby and Co. had the understanding that advertising such a
weapon (“heart attack gun”) of undetectable murder would act like an in-you-
face warning to any politician or anyone else that might pose a problem to the
hidden government.

Like, probably President John Magufuli of Tanzania and others.

https://freewestmedia.com/2021/07/17/coincidence-three-presidents-dead-
after-blocking-distribution-of-covid-vaccines/

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 11:19 am

M Brenner says:

Two words: Mahatma Gandhi

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 11:12 am

Anne Beckett says:

We must, in all things decreed by the powermongers, never comply. Never comply.
Never.

In the past year and a half, I have done all that I regularly do, except to possibly go out,
mainly with friends, even more-so. Why? I find visible resistance necessary.

There may come a time in which we must make our own way, aside from that run by
the gmen, and I think underground (as did the Soviets, for decades), will be the only
way. I have done this, to an extent, for over a year, too. It was necessary for my sanity
and for that of my pals.

Resist. Build your own. Do your thing.

Anarchy may reign. And, there is not a thing wrong with this, particularly when
compared to the latest (full) global governance; they who must be ignored.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 11:21 am

Carlton Schreiner says:

There is a second Covid amendment. This is really bad.

https://californiaglobe.com/section-2/another-gutted-bill-amended-to-compel-ca-
employers-to-require-covid-vaccine-as-condition-of-employment/

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 11:27 am

STARR Rebecca STODDARD says:

Bodily sovereignty/integrity is everything. This is the hill I’m willing to lose my life
over. It’s spiritual principles.

I owe it to myself to choose sovereignty over fear. I will NOT submit; I will NEVER
consent.

Those who see through this manufactured, fake medical nightmare are being called to
RISE. We must Rise. We are being called from our highest energy, frequency, and
vibration.

Courage runs through our whole entire cellular memory.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 11:30 am

OlCrow says:

First, thank you, Jon, for all you do. I read nearly every day.

Starr, I’ve read your comment twice now and copied.
Your Words state exactly how I’m feeling. Blessings.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 12:39 pm

Opie Poik says:

“An end in terror is preferable to terror without end.”
― Sophie Scholl

“Somebody, after all, had to make a start. What we wrote and said is also
believed by many others. They just don’t dare express themselves as we did.”
― Sophie Scholl

“The real damage is done by those millions who want to ‘survive.’ The honest
men who just want to be left in peace. Those who don’t want their little lives
disturbed by anything bigger than themselves. Those with no sides and no
causes. Those who won’t take measure of their own strength, for fear of
antagonizing their own weakness. Those who don’t like to make waves—or
enemies. Those for whom freedom, honour, truth, and principles are only
literature. Those who live small, mate small, die small. It’s the reductionist
approach to life: if you keep it small, you’ll keep it under control. If you don’t
make any noise, the bogeyman won’t find you. But it’s all an illusion, because
they die too, those people who roll up their spirits into tiny little balls so as to be
safe. Safe?! From what? Life is always on the edge of death; narrow streets lead
to the same place as wide avenues, and a little candle burns itself out just like a
flaming torch does. I choose my own way to burn.”
― Sophie Scholl

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/801549.Sophie_Scholl

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 1:07 pm

Lauran says:

I ran away from California one and a half years ago!…saw all this happening; and the
day that the governor locked us up from 10PM to 6AM..I decided to go.

I have friends there who took both shots; and they now have everything from cancer to
heart conditions, as well as strokes. California has good weather and beauty.

Nothing else at this point.

People, get your families out as soon as possible!

They are going to vaccinate children very soon..these people are devious!

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 11:40 am

AJ says:

This is a planned pandemic and the vaccines are equipped with nano-microchips that
will be used to control you without using force.

Natural Blaze, 8/28/21 article, “Free Docuseries ‘Vaccine Secrets: Covid Crisis’ August
30”

World renown doctors clearly expose the science and facts about the damage, danger,
side effects and deaths related to the years vials of death, “vaccines”. Nothing is held
back to guess about. REAL SCIENCE RESEARCH!!

https://www.naturalblaze.com/2021/08/free-docuseries-vaccine-secrets-covid-crisis-
august-30.html

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 1:43 pm

AJ says:

Also, the vaccines are part of the Gates plan to reduce the population. Remember Gates
publicly disclosed to use the vaccines to inject nanchips into your bodies. Be afraid of
any vaccines and other injections from here on to protect yourself. In the near future,
there will be many deaths attributed to the vaccines and many will be doctors that have
influncened patiwnts/familiesto get the vaccine. Hell is upon us!!

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 1:51 pm

AJ says:

Another thought. All these communist and RINO politicians that get vaccinated should
be gone before the 2022 elections and for sure by 2024. President Trump was not sure
of the vaccine either that is why he took another remedy. How do you trust liars,
cheats, dishonesty, false information and false science, greedy, ruthless, back stabbing
governments? You never do to survive!

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 2:03 pm

Roundball Shaman says:

“California, a COVID police state is coming at you… This IS the Medical Police State”

The phrase “The Land of the Free” is now a sick joke. Anyone who dares to utter such
nonsense should be laughed at until they are consumed with embarrassment and
shame.

And regarding all of (drumroll please…) “Our Heroes!”… who are “fighting for our
freedom!”. What ‘freedom’ exactly is that? The freedom to be a perpetual lab rat until
your punctured body finally succumbs to death?

Death is Life. Sickness is Health. Being a Slave is Celebrating Your Freedom. Being
crushed to death under a Boot is just a Love Tap from your Owners.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 2:14 pm

Alan says:

The only reason America could be “free” is because they have the power to
resist tyranny, namely Second Amendment rights. No one who is unwilling to
defend their freedom deserves it.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 11:28 pm

eceres says:

~ hi Alan, agree with basic thought, though you know, most people weren’t
taught we have an obligation to make effort on a real life for future, some bit of
action daily, so our earth and future isn’t taken from us. We should ask why and
who made things system-ized, how is it our thinking as creators or warriors, for
our own right purpose, is purposely oppressed by skools and ‘media’ and
‘govt/state’. They usurped our responsibility, such as ‘first responders’, which
aren’t ‘first’ responders –they’re the -only responders, which by taking away life
responsibilty, takes away our freedom, that we would enforce ourselves. Should
never have been police or military, each person should take a turn guarding
whatever territory.

The thing getting at is life is action efforts, forward thinking, and real defense is
also offense in defense when there is threat, so we make the future, not others.
Not enough to wait until something affects us then try to react. Maybe another
note, suggest jot on paper to think of, words socialism and communism some
see as negative because associate with govt/state. But, it’s how we lived long
before supposed ‘state’. Sharing energy doesn’t mean have to live together, just
effort with others. Not big groups, they’re always a trap, but sharing here and
there or smal group. Maybe consider the words are a twisted trick to steer us off
a thing we need to see differently. They are cabals, where is our cabals, you
know? Basic nature law stuff. Even small things, such as if going to not wear a
mask, go places in twos or threes, or other things to support each other, and is
example for others on sharing energy.

Imo that’s why they want us in masks, so people fail to share energy or ideas. I
remember reading once something said some things you do alone and some
things with others, makes sense.

Reply

September 2, 2021 at 12:05 pm

AJ says:

We should remember to thank Jon Rappaport for his information […]

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 2:17 pm

Morpheus says:

Petition against the California vaccine mandate Please sign and share with everyone
you know.

https://secure.everyaction.com/j–CTasUy0KNiwlm3NnFxw2

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 5:32 pm

Pam says:

Government has no authority to mandate shots. Californian laws are unconstitutional.
Look at the US civil Rights act and state discrimination laws. These were passed
because of trouble Blacks were having, being excluded from society. No employer may
discriminate on the basis of race, gender, RELIGION, and so on. No business that
provides goods or services to the public may discriminate on the basis of race, gender,
RELIGION and so on. This includes public buildings like post offices, libraries.

Use the religious exemption to refuse masks, tests, shots. Use the religious exemption
to access any place, including government buildings that are are open for business with
the public. If they discriminate file complaints and sue. We don’t have to accept shots
or passports.

You don’t have to be a church goer, your religious or moral convictions are yours. My
religious beliefs forbid me from being injected with anything made with or tested on
aborted babies. You don’t have to say much. Just do it.

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 6:03 pm

Toni says:

I was born/raised in So.Cal., moved away at age 37, now approaching 74 yrs old.

I had an image, when trying to picture a “what it was like” during those post-WW2
years (and beyond) and I pictured people, myself too, on a ski lift: imagine the scene -
lots of serene beauty, anticipating lots of fun, way up high above any hardships “down
there”, every enjoyment so near-to-hand (wash, rinse, repeat)…decades pass.

Job (Old Testament) gives us a much more true picture, I believe: “The life of man
[mankind] on earth is warfare” Job 7:1

(appreciate all the comments here)

Reply

August 30, 2021 at 10:49 pm

truleigh says:

California Assembly drops proposal for statewide vaccine mandate

https://ktla.com/news/california/california-assembly-drops-proposal-for-statewide-
vaccine-mandate/

But it hasn’t stopped cities/counties from issuing it’s own mandates.

Reply

August 31, 2021 at 11:10 am

GottaZoom says:

I’ve seen this story posted multiple times since 8/26/21. Maybe go to the CA State
Legislature website and draw your own conclusions instead of taking these reports at
face value. https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?
bill_id=202120220AB455

Reply

August 31, 2021 at 7:06 pm
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